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CU 16 O&L 2222
BAND/RING:

SIRE

14 NL 1605301
Alias 'CRACKER'
Strain: Leo Heremans
Color: BC
The best of the best of the Leo Heremans bloodlines combined into one. CRACKER is a gr son to the most famous Leo Heremans birds at Eijerkamp, the amazing EURO, NIEUWE OLYMPIAD, OLYMPIC VIVIAN and MADAME DYON, super dtr of DION x KIM. Numerous winners, Ace pigeons and Olympiad pigeons throughout his pedigree. CRACKER has already bred several winners himself!

DAM

13 NL 1804646
Strain: Leo Heremans
Color: BC
Excellent Leo Heremans bloodlines, direct son of the great NIEUWE OLYMPIAD, winner of 2nd Olympiad pigeon Poznan 2011 Cat. F. winner of 1st ag. 2,460. His mother is the super breeding hen MADAME DYON.

13 NL 1804745
Strain: Leo Heremans
Color: BB
Super hen, direct dtr to 2 fantastic pigeons, EURO big time winner with 1st Ace WENCup, 1st Nat. Ace Ave Regina, 1st ag. 2,687, 1st ag. 2,516, 2nd ag. 4,924 etc. and even a far superior breeder and sire, gr sire, gr gr sire to numerous winners, Ace pigeon and Olympiad pigeons, he is without question one of the all time greats in the history of racing pigeons and

13 NL 1804325
Alias 'ROSYLEO'
Strain: Leo Heremans
Color: BB
Beautiful hen, best of the best Leo Heremans bloodlines. Her sire is the outstanding ROSSI, super racer with 1st ag. 2,508, 2nd ag. 1,580 etc. but proven to be a phenomenal breeder, offspring winning 1st ag. 9,041, 3rd NPO 8,174, 1st ag. 6,297, 1st ag. 5,392, 1st ag. 3,572, 1st ag. 2,862, 1st ag. 2,506 etc. He is Gr Sire to Big Andy's AU 16 BIGA 0015, big winner at the